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A priori bounds of Castelnuovo type for cohomological Hilbert
fonctions
M. Brodmann
1. Introduction
In 1893 Catelnuovo [10] proved the following resuit: Given a smooth curve Y in
the projective space P3, there is an integer r, such that for any n ^ r the surfaces of
degree n in P3 eut out of a complète linear System on the curve Y. Thereby, one
may choose r deg (Y) 2.
In other words, Castelnuovos resuit says that the maps
become surjective for n ^ r. Denoting the vanishing idéal of Y in 0p3 by J,
applying cohomology to the séquences 0 -+J(ri) -+(9^(n) -*@Y(ri)-&gt;Q and observ-
ing that Hl(P39 (9Pi(n)) 0, we see that the previous statement is équivalent to
H\P\ J(n)) 0, Vu ^ r.
Meanwhile, the vanishing of higher cohomology of projective varieties with co¬
efficients in positively twisted cohérent sheaves has become a prominent subject in
algebraic geometry.
In one respect, Serre [39] generalized Castelnuovos resuit to the maximally
possible extent, by showing, that for any cohérent sheaf &amp; over any projective
variety X, there is an integer r, such that Hl(X, ^(n)) vanishes for ail n ^ r and ail
/&gt;0.
But contrary to Castelnuovos resuit (which, in the spécial case it refers to, gives
an explicit value for r) Serre&apos;s resuit is not of quantitative nature. Nevertheless,
there are a lot of results, which give upper bounds on Serre&apos;s number r for spécifie
cohérent sheaves &amp;&apos;. The common idea of thèse results is to bound r by only finitely
many simple invariants of the corresponding sheaf J*&quot;.
So, Mumford [34] gave a quantitative approach to Castelnuovo&apos;s problem for
arbitrary cohérent sheaves of ideals J s ®pd over a given projective space PJ. He
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namely introduced the Castelnuovo-regularity reg («/) of such a sheaf J of ideals as
the minimal number m e Z for which
H&apos;(Pd,J(n))=0 for ail /&gt;0 and ail n &gt; m
-
i.
Then he proved, that reg(&lt;/) has an upper bound which dépends only on the
(finitely many) coefficients of the Hilbert-polynomial of J&apos;. Gotzmann [14] later
gave a refinement of Mumfords resuit and applied it to study certain subschemes of
Hilbert schemes (s. [15]).
Meanwhile Castelnuovos original resuit was extended to the vanishing ideals
J £ 6Pd of spécifie closed subvarieties Y ^ Pd. So, first of ail, Gruson-Lazarsfeld-
Peskine [20] generalized Castelnuovos bound to arbitrary reduced curves. Pinkham
gave a further extension to smooth surfaces in P4 and P5 (cf. [38]), whereas
Lazarsfeld [27] finally settled the case of arbitrary smooth non-degenerate surfaces
Y^Pd, by proving reg («/) ^ deg (Y) + 2
-
d. Apparently the inequality reg («/) ^
deg Y) + dim Y) d is expected to hold true in gênerai for the vanishing idéal
sheaf «/ ç (9pd of a nondegenerate, smooth closed subvariety Y c pd. Note, that
Bayer-Mumford [2] hâve established the weaker estimate
reg («/) &lt; (dim (F) + l)(deg (Y)
-
2) + 1 in the described gênerai situation.
The case of vanishing ideals of varieties FçPrf with certain arithmetic proper-
ties (for example the property of being arithmetrically of Buchsbaum-type) has been
studied extensively by Nagel-Vogel [35], by Stûckrad-Vogel [41, 42, 43] andin a
related situationby Miro-Roig [32].
The search of Castelnuovo bounds for vanishing ideals is related to the search
of bounds on the degrees of the defining équations of projective varieties. This
subject recently has been studied by several authors, too. We only mention a few of
them: Ballico [1], Geramita [13], Maroscia-Vogel [28], Maroscia-Vogel-Stûckrad
[29], Treger [44], Trung-Valla [45].
In the présent paper we will show, that the cohomological Hilbert-functions
n h-&gt; hl{&amp;{n)) : dim H&apos;(X, &amp;{n)\ (i &gt; 0)
of a cohérent sheaf &amp; over a projective variety X ^Pd are bounded in the range
n ^
-
i by finitely many invariants of #&quot;. In particular, the Castelnuovo-regularity
reg {^) of #&quot;, which is defined in the same way as done previously for sheaves of
ideals, is bounded only by thèse invariants.
To formulate our main resuit, we hâve to introduce a few notations. So, let
X c pd be a closed subscheme of the projective space Pd. Let &amp;* be a cohérent sheaf
of ûx-modules. As done already above, we write hl(^(n)) instead of the /c-vector
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space dimension of the Serre-cohomology group H&apos;(X, #&quot;(«)) instead of the
i-vector space dimension of the Serre-cohomology group H\X, &amp;{n)). Thereby,
twisting is understood with respect to the given embedding X c&gt; Pd.
Moreover we introduce the reduced linear subdimension of !F as the invariant
lsdim(0) («^) min {dim &lt;{*}&gt; | x e Ass (^), x non closed},
(where &lt;{.*}&gt; dénotes the linear span of {x}) and the reduced global subdepth as
being the number
mjn {depth(&amp;x) \xeXclosed, x
thereby assuming that dim (#&quot;) : dim supp (#&quot;) &gt; 0.
Using thèse notations, we may formulate our main resuit as follows (cf.
(6.11), (6.12)):
(1.1) THEOREM. Let 0&lt;i^e be integers. Then, there are functions
Bei :N2x NS&quot;&apos;+1 xZ,_,^N0,
such that for any cohérent sheaf 3F over an arbitrary closed subscheme X of Pd with
0 &lt; dim (3F) &lt;, e the following statements hold true:
(i) h\&lt;F(ri)) &lt;;£e,,(lsdim&lt;0&gt; GF), ô&lt;0\&amp;);h&apos;(3?(-i))9..., h\P( -e)); /i); Vu ^ -i
(ii) hl(P(ri))~Qfor ail n :&gt; Qf(lsdim(0) (^), 5(0)(^);
e))). D
So, the cohomological Hilbert functions n i-&gt; hl{&amp;(ri)) (i &gt; 0) of a cohérent sheaf
y over a closed subscheme X of Prf are bounded (in the range n ^ i) by the
invariants lsdim(0) (&amp;\ ô^\^\ h \F( -1)),..., Adim (jr)(^(
-
dim (3F))\ In partic-
ular the same holds true for the Castelnuovo-regularity reg (^) of &amp;&apos;.
Let us compare (1.1) with Mumfords regularity bound [34] for sheaves of ideals
J £ 0Pd. The statement (l.l)(ii) may be viewed as a kind of extension of Mum¬
fords resuit to arbitrary cohérent sheaves over projective varieties: It namely
bounds the Castelnuovo-regularity of such sheaves in terms of only finitely many
invariants. In view of statement (i), our resuit also may be considered as a
refinement of Mumford&apos;s: It namely does not only bound the regularity of a sheaf
$F, but in addition its cohomological Hilbert functions. Clearly there is also an
essential différence between Mumfords resuit and Theorem (1.1): Namely, our
bounding invariants are by no means related directly to the coefficients of the
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Hilbert polynomial of the occurring sheaf «^. But, this différence is not surprising,
as (even for direct sums of line bundles over P*) the regularity of cohérent sheaves
is not bounded in gênerai in terms of their Hilbert polynomial (cf. [34]). The only
serious attempt to extend Mumfords resuit directly has been made by Kleiman
[19, Exp XIII] who gave a regularity bound for subsheaves of trivial bundles over
Pd in terms of their Hilbert polynomial.
It turns out, that our System of bounding invariants is too large in some sensé.
The cohomological Hilbert functions in question are bounded in fact already by the
numbers AW-1)),..., Adim^&gt;(«r(-dim(^))). We namely shall prove (cf.
(6.14), (6.15)):
(1.2) THEOREM. Let 0 &lt; i ^ e be integers. Then, there are functions
such that for any cohérent sheaf ^ over an arbitrary closed subscheme X ofPd with
0 &lt; dim (J^) ^ e the following statements hold true:
(i) h\&amp;(ri)) £ Gf,,(W-0), ,h*(?(-ë))\n\ V* ;&gt; -i
(ii) h&apos;(f{n)) 0 for ail n * Fe,(h&apos;(F(-i)),..., h&apos;(P{-e))).
Thereby the functions Gel and Fei are defined by
Getl(cl9...9ce;n) := ^,0, 1; cn ce;n);
FeAC» &apos; » Ce) = QiU&gt; 1, C|S Ce\
where Bei and Cet are the bounding functions occurring in (1.1).
Obviously, the bounds given in 1.2) are weaker than the corresponding bounds
of (1.1). Moreover it is easy to see that hl(^( i))9..., he(&amp;(-e)) is a minimal
System of bounding invariants for the cohomological Hilbert functions of &amp; (cf.
(7.14)).
Nevertheless, for particular classes of sheaves, cohomology may be bounded by
shorter Systems of invariants. So, generalizing a resuit of Elencwajg-Forster [12] we
proved in [8], that the cohomological Hilbert functions of a vector bundle S over
Pd are bounded only by the rank, the first two Chern numbers and the span of the
generic splitting type of S. For invertible sheaves over projective varieties there are
similar bounds of regularity, which dépend only on few invariants (cf. [19, Exp.
XIII], [24]).
To use the cohomology dimensions h\&amp;( -1 he(^( -e)) &quot;on the diago¬
nal&quot; as a System of invariants to bound the cohomology of a cohérent sheaf 3F of
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dimension &lt;&gt; e in the positive range is fairly natural. It namely is an easy observa¬
tion that h \&amp;{
-1)) h\^{ -2)) he(^( -e))=0 induces hl(&amp;(n)) 0
for ail n £
-i (i 1,. e) (cf. [34]). Thus, if hl(P(-i)) 0 for ail i &gt; 0, then in
particular reg(«^) =0. So, in some sensé, (1.1) and especially (1.2) extend this
observation to the case of non-vanishing cohomology dimensions hl(^(i)).
Moreover, having defined the bounding functions Ben Cen Gei and Fei we will see
that (1.1) and (1.2) give back the previous observation, (cf. (7.11)).
Obviously, (1.1) and (1.2) furnish regularity bounds for arbitrary cohérent
sheaves. More precisely, choosing the bounding functions Cet and Fei as in (1.1)
resp. (1.2), we hâve (cf. (7.9), (7.10)):
(1.3) THEOREM. Let e eN. Then, for any cohérent sheaf 3F over an arbitrary
closed subscheme X of Pd with 0 &lt; dim (&amp;) &lt;&gt; e:
reg {3F) £ C^lsdim^{3F\ &lt;5(W; h\P{-1)), , he{3F(-e))) + 1.
(1.4) THEOREM. Let eeN. Then, for any &amp; as in (1.3)
reg {3F) &lt;; Fe%x(h\P( -1)),. h*(?( -e))) + 1.
Our approach is fairly différent from the methods of other authors. As Hilbert
polynomials do not occur in our estimate, our arguments differ in an essential way
from the ones found in Mumford [34]which latter base on techniques developed
by Kleiman [24], Matsusaka [31] and Nakai [36]. As free resolutions do not enter
into our considérations, we will not use the syzygetic approach of Eisenbud-Goto
[11], Ooishi [37] and Bayer-Stillmann [3]. Dealing with arbitrary cohérent sheaves,
we cannot use the methods applied by numerous authors to study the behaviour of
cohomological Hilbert functions in spécial cases ([22], [26], [28], [29], [33], [35],
[41-45]).
What we use instead is the hyperplane section method, which we applied (in
some spécial cases) already in [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. What we use of this method is
essentially the following fact, which was shown in [8]: Let X^Pd be a closed
subscheme and let &amp; be a cohérent sheaf over X. Let § be a linear System of
hyperplane sections of X of positive dimension N. Assume that H n Ass (J5&apos;) 0
for ail H g §. Let / 6 N and let n g Z such that H&apos;(H, &amp; \H(n)) 0 for ail H e §
and ail n ^ /x. Then in the range n ^ \i the cohomological Hilbert function hl(^(n))
decreases in steps of at least N, until it reaches the value 0.
This observationtogether with some information on the possible choices of
Nwill furnish an inductive procédure, which allows to define recursively the
bounding functions, that occur in (1.1)-(1.4).
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Besides the previous gênerai results, we consider a very spécial situation, too.
Namely, using the Kodaira vanishing theorem, we prove that the cohomology of a
smooth, closed, non-degenerate subvariety X of Pc is bounded only by the
embedding dimension d, the dimension e of X and the invarient he(Ox( e)). More
precisely, we consider the functions Ben Cei of (1.1) and use them to define new
functions
B*, Ê,:N2x N2-+No; C*, C, : N2 x N0-&gt;Z
by setting
Êt (a, b, c; n) : Bba(a, b; 0,. 0, c; n),
C,(a9b9c): CatI(0,6;O,...,O,c).
B*(a, b, c; n) : BaA(a, b; 0,. 0,^, 0,.. 0; n)
C*(a,b,c) := Cfl,,(fl,*;0,. ,0, c, 0,. 0; n)
Then, we prove (cf. (8.15)):
(1.5) THEOREM. Let X be a smooth, closed, non-degenerate subvariety of the
complex projective space P^. Put e dim (X), and let Jx ç (9pd be the sheaf of
vanishing ideals of X. Then, for 0 &lt; i £ e:
(i) h&apos;(OAn)) £ Bt(d, e, he{(9x{ -e))&apos;, n), Vu ^ 0
(ii) h\(9x{n)) =0, V/î ^ Ct(d, e, h\(9x{ -e))).
(iii) reg(^) &lt;: CMeih&apos;WA-e))) 4-1.
(iv) h\Jx(n)) &lt;; B*(d9 e + 1, h%(9x( -e)); n
-
1), Vu ^ 0.
(v) h\Jx(n)) =0, Vn ^ C*(d, e + 1, h*(6x( -e))), D
Originally, the hyperplane section method only works over algebraically closed
fields. (Its failure in the real case may be deduced from the counterexample (2.3) of
[6]). But, as cohomological Hilbert functions are not affected by base field exten¬
sions, our theorems (1.2) and (1.4) are valid for projective varieties over arbitrary
fields.
Finally, let us say a few words about the organization of the présent paper,
which is divided up into eight sections. In Section 2 we introduce the notion of the
(linear) dimension spectrum of a cohérent sheaf and note a few basic facts about
the global subdepth. Thèse preliminaries are needed to understand the invariants
ô(0)(^) and lsdim(0)(^) occurring in our theorems (1.1) and (1.3). Section 3 is
devoted to présent what we shall use from the hyperplane section method. Section
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4 still has auxiliary character. It namely gives some results of Bertini-type for the
invariants introduced in Section 2. In Section 5 ail thèse préliminaires are combined
to give a recursive procédure to bound cohomological Hilbert functions by the
invariants occurring in (1.1). Nextin Section 6we use the preceding results to
introduce the bounding functions Ben Cen Gei and Fel and to prove our theorems
(1.1) and (1.2). In Section 7 we investigate Castelnuovo-regularities for arbitrary
cohérent sheaves and prove in particular (1.3) and (1.4). Finally, Section 8 is
concerned with the study of the cohomology of smooth, projective complex
varieties. There, our last theorem (1.5) will be established.
As for the unexplained terminology and notations, we refer to [17], [21] and
[30].
It should be noted, that ail our results stay valid in the complex analytic case.
(cf. [40], [16]).
2. Dimension spectra and global subdepth
Let k be an algebraically closed field. We write S k © S, © S2 © * for the
polynomial ring k[z0,. zd], thereby considering S as a graded fc-algebra in the
canonical way. Moreover we consider the projective space Pd : Proj (S) and fix a
cohérent sheaf !f of 0P&lt;/-modules.
(2.1) DEFINITION. The dimension spectrum dim(^) of y is defîned as
follows:
The subdimension sdim {&amp;) is defined by
sdim (^) : min dim (#&gt; O
Now, let X s Pd be a non-empty closed subset. We write {X) for the linear span
of X. So, (X) is the intersection of ail linear projective subspaces Ps s pd which
contain X.
Now, the linear dimension ldim X of X is defined as the dimension of the linear
span of X:
ldimJif := dim (X).
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(2.2) DEFINITION. The linear dimension spectrum ldim (&amp;) of the sheaf &amp; is
defined as follows:
Mim m- J{ldim W I
The /i/tear subdimension lsdim (J^) is defined by
lsdim (&amp;) : min ldim («F). O
Now, we want to introduce the notion of reduced dimension spectra.
(2.3) DEFINITION. Let r be an integer^O. Then, the r-th réduction of
Ass (#&quot;) is defined as:
Ass(r) (#*) : {x Ass (^) | dim {*j :&gt; r}.
The r-reduced subdimension spectrum dim(r) (^) of ^ is defined by:
-
r | x Ass(r) (J^)}, if Ass(r) (&amp;) * 0
if Ass(r) (JO 0
The r-reduced dimension sdim(r) (^) of «^ is defined by:
sdim(r) (J^) : min dim(r)
The r-reduced linear subdimension spectrum ldim(r) (^) of ^ correspondingly is
defined as:
dim Jx)&quot;r\x Ass(r&gt; O}- if Ass(r&gt;
The r-reduced linear subdimension lsdim(r) {&amp;) of &amp; is given by
lsdim(r) {&amp;) : min ldim(r)
(2.4) REMARKS. (A) As the closure of Ass {&amp;) coincides with the support
supp (#&quot;) of ^, we hâve
(i) dim (^) dim supp (3F) max dim
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Thereby we use the convention, that dim 0 1. In particularobserving in
addition that dim X ^ ldim Xwe get:
(ii) sdim (J^) &lt;, dim (&amp;\ sdim (J5&quot;) £ lsdim
(iii) &amp; 0 o sdim (f)=-lo dim (f) -lo lsdim (J^) -1.
(B) Let r be a non-negative integer. Then
(iv) sdim(r) (J^) £ lsdim(r) (#&quot;).
Observing that Ass(r) («^) ^ 0 if dim (&amp;) &gt; r, we get:
(v) (a) dim (&amp;) &gt; r =&gt; sdim(r) (J5&quot;), lsdim(r) (&amp;) &gt; 0
(b) dim (^)^ro sdim(r) (J^) -1 o lsdim(r) (J^) - 1.
Note also the following statement, which follows immediately from the définitions:
(vi) If dim (&amp;) &gt; r + 1, then:
(a) sdim(&apos;+ l) (P) ^ sdim(r)
(b) lsdim(r+1} (#*) ^ lsdim(r)
If sdim(r) (J^) &gt; 1, then, equality holds in (a) and (b).
By induction we get from (vi):
(vii) Ifàim {&amp;) &gt; r, then:
sdim(r) (F) * sdim (F)
-
r, lsdim(r) (^) ^ lsdim(0) (^)
-
r.
If sdim (J5&quot;) &gt; r, then equality holds in both places.
(C) For later use we notice:
^)A^^) \{^{x}\xs^s^),Xnonclosed}, ,/dim,
-1), ij dim \3r) &lt;*\$.
r ^ w mt*\
-
l^ldim ^î I x e Ass (ir)&apos; x non closed}&apos; {f dim(ix) ^-{{l} i/dimW^O. O
Besides the previous dimension related invariants, we also will introduce an
invariant of &amp; which is related to the depths of the stalks of 3F.
(2.5) DEFINITION. The global subdepth ô(^) of the sheaf «F is defined by
min {depth (J^) | x e Pd, x closed}, if y / 0.
-1, ifjr=0.
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The 0-reduced global subdepth ô{0\3F) of 3F is defined as:
{0)
_
(min {depth (3?) \ x e Pd, x closed, x i Ass (&amp;)}, if dim (F) &gt; 0,j1 ifdim(JO&lt;;0
(2.6) REMARK. Note the following obvious relations:
(i) ô(&amp;) &lt;, sdim (&amp;), ôi0\&amp;) ^ sdim(0) (&amp;)
(îi) ô(^) &gt; 0 o sdim (&amp;) &gt; 0 o ô(^) 5(0)(«r) :&gt; 0
(iii) dim (^) &gt; 0 =&gt; 5(0)(^) ^ «(^). O
To compare the reduced invariants to the non-reduced ones, we introduce a spécial
sheaf #, the so called réduction of £F.
We begin with defining the torsion -subsheaf T(^) of &amp;. T(^) is the subsheaf of
sections whose support consists of only finitely many points. T{!F) is nothing else
than the maximal subsheaf of 3F which is of finite length. T(3F} also may be
described as the maximal subsheaf of 3F whose support consists exactly of the
closed members of Ass
(2.7) DEFINITION. The réduction &amp; of &amp; is defined as the cohérent sheaf
O
(2.8) REMARK. From the définition of # the following statements are
obvious:
(i) Ass (#) Ass(0) (P\
(ii) #v &amp;x for ail x i Ass {&amp;)
-
Ass(0) {&amp;).
(iii) # 0 &lt;* T(&amp;) &amp; o dim («^) ^ 0.
(iv) # 0 o T(J0 0 &lt;s&gt; sdim (J^) &gt; 0, (for 3F # 0). O
Now, from (2.8)(i) and (ii) we may draw the following immédiate conclusion:
(2.9) PROPOSITION. Let F be the réduction of ?&apos;. Then:
(i) dim(0)(iH dim (#).
(ii) ldim(0) (&amp;) ldim (#).
(iii) sdim(0) (3?) sdim
(iv) lsdim(0) (^) lsdim
(v) *&lt;°&gt;(^) &lt;5(#). D
The previous proposition (2.9) later on often will be used to express 0-reduced
invariants of &amp; by the corresponding non reduced invariants of the réduction # of
!F. As we then will be treating higher cohomology, this replacement is justified by
the following observation.
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(2.10) REMARK. Consider the twisted short exact séquences 0 -&gt; T(&amp;)(n) -?
&amp;(n) -&gt;#(w) -&gt;0. As T(^(n)) is of finite support, Hl(Pd, T(^)(n)) vanishes for ail
i &gt; 0. So applying cohomology to the above séquence, we get natural isomor-
phisms.
(i) H&apos;(Pd, &amp;(n)) s H\Pd, &amp;{n)\ Vi &gt; 0, Vn e Z.
By (2.8)(i) we get Ass(r) (#) Ass(r) (^) for ail r è 0. Consequently:
(ii) dim(r) (#) dim(r) (^), sdim(r) (#) sdim(r) (J^);
(iii) ldim(r) (#) ldim(r) (J^), lsdim(r) (#) lsdim(r) (J^). O
Finally, we introduce the following notation:
(2.11) DEFINITION. Let r be a non-negative integer. Then, the r-reduced
global subdepth Sir\^) is defined by:
(2.12) REMARK. In view of (2.6)(i), (2.4)(ii), (vii) we hâve:
(i) dim(^) &gt; r =&gt; 0 &lt; ^(r)(^) ^ lsdim(r) (f\
Moreover (2.9)(v) shows that
(ii) &lt;5(r)(#)=&lt;5(r)(^). O
3. Restrictions to gênerai hyperplanes
As in the previous section we write Prf Proj (5), where S ®w^0 S* îs the
polynomial ring k[z0,..., zd) in the indeterminates z0,..., zd over the algebraically
closed ground field k. Moreover we fix a cohérent sheaf 3F over Pd. We suppose
d&gt;0.
Now, let / Sx {0} be a non-trivial linear forrn in S. We write Hf for the
hyperplane defined in Pd by /:
Hf : Proj (S/fS) ^P^&apos;c Prf.
If M c S, is a set of linear forms, we write §(M) for the set of ail hyperplanes
defined by M:
The set 5(5,) of ail hyperplanes H^Pd will be denoted by (5.
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If L s 5, is a fc-vector-space of dimension N &gt; 0, then §(L) is a /mear System of
dimension N \.
Now, let // s Pd be a hyperplane. // is said to be gênerai with respect to the
sheaf ,¥, if H avoids ail points associated to &amp;\
H gênerai with respect to &amp; :o H n Ass (&amp;) 0
Moreover a linear form / 5, {0} is called gênerai with respect to &amp;&apos;, if the
corresponding hyperplane Hf is gênerai with respect to &amp;.
A set § s 05 of hyperplanes is called gênerai with respect to &amp; if ail H e § are
gênerai with respect to &amp;. Correspondingly a set M ç 5, of linear forms is called
gênerai with respect to &amp;, if the set §(M) is.
In the présent paper, the &quot;hyperplane section method&quot; presented in [8] will play
an important rôle. Therefore we need to know about the existence of large gênerai
linear Systems. The following resuit will be useful in this respect:
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let &amp; #0, and let §ç® be a linear System of hyper¬
planes, which is gênerai with respect to 3*. Then, there is a linear System fi ç © which
is gênerai with respect to !F and such that
§çfi, dim (fi) lsdim (J^).
Proof. Put {je,,. xr) Ass («F), thereby considering xt as a homogenous
prime idéal of S. We write V{ Sxnxn and let M^SX be the /c-space of
linear forms which defines £). Then M nVt=0 for i 1,..., r. Moreover
fi : min;= dim (5,/K,) equals lsdim (^) + 1.
So, as k is infinité, we fînd a linear subspace LçS, with the following three
properties:
M^L: LnK, 0(/ l,..., r); dim* (L) \i.
Setting fi:=ô(L), we thus get a linear System with the requested properties.
(3.2) COROLLARY. Let &amp; *0. Then:
(i) There is a linear System § of hyperplanes gênerai with respect to $F and such
that dim(ô) lsdim (J^).
(ii) Any linear system fi of hyperplanes which is gênerai with respect to 3F
satisfies dim (fi) £ lsdim
As already said above, a crucial technical point of the présent paper is to apply the
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hyperplane section method of [8]. We now will présent what will be used of this
method. We begin with introducing some notations.
If H Hf Proj (S If S) is a hyperplane, we will hâve to look at the restriction
of &amp; to H.
If n is an integer, we write for / 0, 1,...
(3.3) (i) hl(&amp;(n)) := dim*
(ii) h\&amp; \ H(n)) := dim* H&apos;(H, (&amp; f H)(n)).
Thereby twisting on H is defined by means of the canonical embedding H c» Pd.
The function n \-*hl(^(n)) is called the i-th cohomological Hilbert function of &amp;&gt;.
Next, we define the i-th right-regularity of &amp;* by
(3.4) fi&apos;gtr : sup {n eZ\ hl(3F(n 1)) =£ 0}, (i &gt; 0),
thereby using the convention that sup 0 oo. It is well known, that [i1^ &lt; oo for
ail i &gt; 0 (cf. [3, No. 63 Prop. 3]). It will be one of our main tasks to give upper
bounds for the right-regularities \il&lt;? of &amp; for i 1, 2,....
Using the hyperplane section method, such bounds may be obtained from the
Hilbert functions hl(Jf \ H(n)), where H runs through an appropriate linear System
of hyperplanes.
To give précise statements, we hâve to introduce some more notations. So, let
Ô ç © be a linear System of hyperplanes in Pd. We then put
(3.5) (i) h\3F \ Un)) := sup {h\P \ H(n)) | H g $},
(ii) &amp;(&amp; \ Un)) := inf{hl(^ \ H(n)) | H e §}.
(3.6) (i) /iVr»:
(&quot;) /^rs:
(3.7) REMARK. Fix «. Then, there is a non-empty open subset U of § (with
respect to the canonical Zariski-topology on the Grassmannian of ail hyperplanes
in Pd) such that h\3F \ H(n)) ^(«F \ Un)) for ail H e U. Therefore K%(&amp; ï 5(w))
is referred to as the generic value of h\^ \ H(n)) for H e §.
Similarly /ijr r$ is attained by \x1^ rs for ail H which belong to a non-empty
open set f/ £ §. Therefore fi&apos;&lt;? r 5 is called the generic i-th right regularity oï &amp; \ H
for /f ft. O
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Now, the hyperplane section method gives the following resuit (cf. [8, (3.11)]).
(3.8) PROPOSITION. Let &lt;r&gt;£(5 be a linear system of hyperplanes which is
gênerai with respect to 3F&quot;. Assume, that § is of positive dimension, and let i &gt;0,
noel. Put V(n) := hl(^(n0)) + T,no&lt;m*nfîl(&amp;&apos; \ §(«)). Then:
(i) ^£max{/îo,^r^ &apos; &apos;&apos;^r** i
(n) h&apos;
dim ($)
forn^n
0, for n^fi&apos;r
(3.9) REMARK. The previous resuit provides us with an inductive method for
finding upper bounds on the cohomological Hilbert function hl(^(n)). Thereby, we
will proceed as follows:
(i) Assume that dim (tF) &gt;0 and lsdim («^) &gt;0. Assume moreover given an
upper bound on h&apos;(^(n0)) for some noe Z.
(ii) Suppose given some uniform upper bound on \il&lt;? r//, H running through ail
hyperplanes which are gênerai with respect to &amp;.
(iii) Assume moreover, that upper bounds are known on hl(jF \ H(n)) (n &gt; n0) and
on MW
r R for some spécial hyperplane H which is gênerai with respect to &amp;&apos;.
(iv) Choose a linear system § of hyperplanes, which contains H, which is gênerai
with respect to !F and whose dimension has the largest possible value
lsdim (#-).
(v) Apply (3.8) after having replaced h&apos;(3?(n0)), fr r?, K\!F \ $(«)) and ^ r5
by the corresponding upper bounds given in (i), (ii), (iii) respectively. O
If dim (3F) &gt; 1, the bounds requested in (3.9)(ii), (iii) already are obtained by
applying the described induction procédure to ail pairs (H, &amp; \ H), where
H ^ Pd~~l runs through ail hyperplanes which are gênerai with respect to &amp;.
Therefore information is needed about the invariants lsdim («^ \ H) for ail such H.
To get the uniform bounds mentioned in (ii), we hâve to look for a uniform lower
bound on the numbers lsdim (#&quot; \ H). In view of the inequalities (2.4)(ii) and
(2.6)(i), it suffices to find uniform lower bounds on b{JF \ H) (resp. on
ôi0\^ \ H)). As we will see in a moment, finding thèse latter bounds is easy.
To get the &quot;generic&quot; bounds mentioned in (iii), we need to know the maximal
value of lsdim (&amp; \ H) (resp. of lsdim(0) (^ \ H)). This needs a more detailed
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insight into the behaviour of the linear dimension spectrum ldim (3F \ H) for a
generic hyperplane H. A detailed study of this latter problem will be given in the
next section.
Before looking at the (reduced) global subdepths b(&amp; \ H) (resp. b^\3F \ H))
of the restrictions &amp; \ H we prove the following resuit:
(3.10) LEMMA. Let y H, where H ^Pd is a hyperplane which is gênerai with
respect to 3F&apos;. Then (JF \ H)y ^ 3F\\a^y, where a e mPdy is a non-zéro-divisor with
respect to 3F Y.
Proof. The local vanishing idéal Jy £ ®pd^ of H at y is a proper principal idéal,
hence of the form Jy aOPdy, with a e ntp^. As H is gênerai with respect to ^&quot;,
a has to avoid ail members of Ass (&amp;y), and hence is a non-zero divisor with
respect to &amp;y. As (&amp; \ H)y OHy ® &amp;y @pd%y /a&amp;pdty ® 9y &amp;y /a^y we get
our claim. D
(3.11) LEMMA. Let H^Pd be a hyperplane. Then, for the réductions intro-
duced in (2.7) we hâve
(3F \ //)=(# \H).
Proof. Immédiate from the observation that the kernel of the canonical map
3F î H -&gt; &amp; \ H is of finite length hence contained in the torsion subsheaf
\ H). D
(3.12) PROPOSITION. Let &amp; /0 and let H^Pd be a hyperplane which is
gênerai with respect to 3F. Then
(i) b(&amp; \H)ï&gt;ô(&amp;)-\.
(ii) Ifdxm (&amp;)&gt;l, then ôm(&amp; \ H) :&gt; 5&lt;°&gt;(jF)
-
1.
(iii) // dim (&amp;) &gt; r 4-1, then è(r)(&amp; \ H) &gt; ô{r+l)(^) &gt; 0.
Proof (i) The case è(&amp;) 0 is obvious. So let à(&amp;) &gt; 0. Choose y g H. Then,
by (3.10), depth ((&amp; \ H)y) depth (3Fy)
-
1. Making y run through ail closed
points of //, we get our claim.
(ii) Apply (i) to #, thereby observing (3.11), (2.6) and (2.9)(v).
(iii) Immédiate from (i), observing the définition (2.11).
We close this section by a lemma, which will be used later.
(3.13) LEMMA. Let &amp; ^0 and let H^Pd be a hyperplanejvhich is gênerai
with respect to 3F. Let x Ass (3F). Then, any generic point y of {x}nH belongs to
Ass (.T f H).
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Proof. According to (3.11) we may write (3F \ H)y 9&apos; y\a3F&apos;y9 where a e ntp^
is a non-zero-divisor with respect to &amp; y. Consequently depth ((.^ \ H)y)
depth (&amp;y) 1. As ^y admits the non-zero divisior aemPd,y, we hâve
depth (&amp;y) £ 1. As x g Ass (^), &gt;&gt; e {*} and codim^y {{y}} &lt;&gt; 1 we hâve
depth (&amp;y) &lt;. 1. Therefore depth (3Fy) 1, and consequently depth ((&amp; \ H)y) 0,
hence y e Ass (&amp; \ H). U
(3.14) REMARK. The previous lemma will be used in the next section. For the
moment we notice, that it immediately proves the following easy facts:
(i) If&amp;ïO, then dim (3F \ H) dim (&amp;)-l.
(ii) //dim (&amp;) &gt; 0, then sdim (&amp; \ H) &lt;&gt; sdim(0) (P)
-
1 and lsdim (F \ H) &lt;&gt;
4. Generic hyperplanes
In the sequel let X be an arbitrary noetherian scheme, and let 0 dénote a
cohérent sheaf of Ox -modules.
(4.1) DEFINITION. A point z e X is called critical with respect to #, if it
satisfies the following properties.
(i) depth (9,1=^1.
(ii) codim^j ({z}) &gt; 1 for ail x s Ass (9) with z e {x}.
Moreover we put:
dx(9) H(9) : {z g X | z critical with respect to #} O
First we want to show that (£(^) is finite, whenever the scheme X is excellent.
Obviously, for an open subset U of X we hâve
(4.2) (Sj(9) n U H{9 \ U).
So, as X admits a finite affine open covering, we may put our attention to the case
where X is affine. To treat this particular case, we define:
(4.3) DEFINITION. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let M be a finitely
generated R -Module. A prime idéal p g Spec (R) is called critical with respect to
M, if:
(i) depth (Mp) l.
(ii) ht(p/q) &gt; 1 for ail q g Ass (M) with q^p.
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Moreover we put
C(M) := {p 6 Spec (R) | p critical with respect to M}. O
(4.4) REMARK. Keeping the notations of (4.3) and denoting by Af the
cohérent sheaf induced by M over Spec (R), we obviously hâve
So, our task is reduced to study the sets CR(M) for finitely generated modules M
over a noetherian excellent Ring R. To do so, we introduce ideal-transforms in the
sensé of Grothendieck [18] and Brodmann [4].
(4.5) DEFINITION. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let J be a multiplicative
filter of ideals of R. (So J a set of ideals of R such that J, L e J always induces
JL 6 J). Then, the J-transform is the covariant, left-exact functor on the category
of R -modules, which is defined by:
M h-» lim Hom* (/, M) : DS(M). O
(4.6) DEFINITION. Let R and J be as in (4.5), and let M be a finitely
generated R -module. Then we put
Pj(Af) := {p e Spec (R) | depth (Mp) 1 a 3J e J : / ç p} O
The following finiteness-criterion for the set Pj(M) will play a certain rôle at a
later instance.
(4.7) LEMMA. Let R be a noetherian ring, let J be a multiplicative filter of
ideals of R, and let M be a finitely generated R-module such that J £c\for any J e J
and any q Ass (M). Assume moreover that D^(M) is finitely generated as an
R-module. Then the set Pj(M) is finite.
Proof See [4, (3.2)].
(4.7) will be used together with the following finiteness-criterion for J-transforms,
which is given by [4, (4.9)].
(4.8) PROPOSITION. Let R be a noetherian excellent ring, let J be a multi¬
plicative filter of ideals of R, and let M be a finitely generated R-module. Assume that
ht((J + q)/q) # 1 for ail J e J and ail q g Ass (M). Then Dj(M) is a finitely gener¬
ated R-module.
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Now, we may prove crucial finiteness resuit.
(4.9) PROPOSITION. Let R be an excellent noetherian ring, and let M be a
finitely gênerated R-module. Then the set CR(M) is finite.
Proof. Let us assume to the contrary, that CR(M) is infinité. For each
p e CR(M) let S(p) {qe Ass (M) | q &lt;= p}.
S(p) always is a non-empty finite subset of the finite set Ass (M). In particular
S(p) takes only finitely many différent values, if p runs through CR(M). So, there
is an infinité subset C c CR(M), such that S(p) takes the same value S £ Ass (M)
for ail peC.
Let S&quot; Ass (M) -S.lfS&apos;ï0 put / f]p 6 S p and set M M/T^M), where
T,(M) dénotes the /-torsion {m g M \ 3n g N : Inm =0}. As F(/)nS&apos; 0, we
hâve Ass (M) S. As V(I) nC 0 we hâve Mv Mv for ail peC. Therefore
C £ CR(M) and q £ p for ail q g Ass (M) and ail p e C. Thus, replacing M by M,
we may assume that q ^ p for ail q g Ass (M) and ail peC.
Now, let J be the set of ail finite products / p, pr, whose factors p, belong
to C. Then it is obvious by our construction, that C Ç Pj(M). So Pj(M) is infinité.
Now, let q g Ass (M) and let / e J. We may write / p, pr with
px,. ,pr e C. As q^p, and /rt(p, /q) &gt; 1 for j 1,..., r we hâve /rt((7 + q)/c()
&gt; 1. So, by (4.8) Dj(M) is finitely generated. Moreover 7 £ q for any / g J and any
q g Ass (M). So, by (4.7) we get the contradiction that P5(M) is finite.
(4.10) COROLLARY. Let X be a noetherian excellent scheme, and let &amp; be a
cohérent sheaf of Ox-modules. Then, the set &amp;(&amp;) is finite.
Now, we return back to our original tasknamely the study of the restrictions
&amp; \ H of a cohérent sheaf &amp; over Pd to a gênerai hyperplane H c pd, First we
prove the following complément to (3.13).
(4.11) LEMMA. Let H^Pd be a hyperplane such that
dpdi^)) 0. Then H is gênerai with respect to &amp;&apos;. Moreover, for any
y g Ass (^ \ H) there is an x e Ass («^) such that y is a generic point of Hn(x).
Proof. As H n Ass {&amp;) &lt;t&gt;, H is gênerai with respect to the sheaf 3F.
Now, let y g Ass («^ \ H). Using the Lemma (3.10), we may write
(&amp; \ H)y Pyja&amp;y, w\izrQ 0 g nip^ is a, non^ero-divisor with respect to &amp;y and
a non-unit in Opdty. Consequently depth (^ \ H)y depth (&amp;y)
-
1. As
y g Ass («^ \ H\ we hâve depth (^ \ H)y 0 and thus obtain depth (J^) 1.
As y s H and H nïP^) 0» we have y t M^)&gt; Observing_ that
depth (#y)
-
1 we thus find a point x e Ass («^) with y e {x} and codim^y {y} 1.
Clearly y will be a generic point of Hn{x}. O
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We say, that a property holds for a generic hyperplane H c Pdy if it is satisfied
on a non-empty open set of such hyperplanes. (Thereby the Grassmannian of ail
hyperplanes H c pd is furnished with its natural Zariski-topology.)
We now want to compare the reduced dimension spectra of &amp; and &amp; \ H for
a generic hyperplane. To do so, we first prove:
(4.12) LEMMA. Let xePd be_such that dim{;c}&gt;l. Then, for a generic
hyperplane H c Pd the intersection {x}nH is irreducible and satisfies
ldim (\x}nH) ldim ({x})
-
1.
Proof We write {x} X Proj (7), where T is a graded homomorphic image
domain of the polynomial ring k[z09..., zd] S. By Bertini&apos;s theorem there is a
non-empty open set U £ sx of linear forms such that HfnX Proj (T/fT) is an
intégral scheme of codimension 1 in X for ail/g t/ (cf. [23, (6.11)]).
It remains to show, that ldim (HfnX) ldim (X) 1 for ail such/. So, fix/, let
fe T be its canonical image and let z be the generic point of HfnX. Considering
z as a homogeneous prime idéal of T, we want to show that dim* (Tx nz) 1. As
kfis a non-zero subspace of Txnz, we are left with proving znTx^kJ.
As Proj (T/fT) Hfn X is an intégral scheme, there is an r g N with mrz ç/r,
where m dénotes the homogeneous maximal idéal of T. Writing Q for the total ring
of fractions of Twe thus may write z ç/r, with r {q g Q\3t eN : m&apos;# g T}. But
the ring F is nothing else than the total ring of sections ®nezr(X, (9x(n)) of
X Proj (T). As X is intégral, To F(JSf, 0* k. So we get
z n J, ^JT n T, =JTonTx =/*.
(4.13) PROPOSITION. Le* «^ # 0. Then, for a generic hyperplane H £ pd we
hâve:
(i) H is gênerai with respect to 3*&apos;.
(ii) For each y&apos; g Ass («^ \ H) there is a x s Ass {&amp;) such that y is a generic
point of Hn{x}.
(iii) If y g Ass (3F \ H) is a non-closed point and if x g Ass (^) is as in (ii), then
y is the unique generic point of Hn{x} and
Proof To avoid the finitely many points of Ass (^) u C(^) (cf. (4.10)) is a
generic property of hyperplanes. So, by (4.11), (i) and (ii) are satisfied for generic
hyperplanes H £ Pd. Applying (4.12) to any of the (finitely many) points
x g Ass (^) with dim {x} &gt; 1, and observing (ii), we obtain (iii).
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Now, using the notations introduced in (2.3), we may conclude:
(4.14) COROLLARY. Let dim (&amp;) &gt; r + 1. Then, for a generic hyperplane
^Pd we hâve:
(i) H is gênerai with respect to IF.
(ii) dim(r) (^ \ H) dim(r+1
(iii) ldim(r) (&amp; \ H) ldim(r+
(iv) sdim(r&gt; (P \ H) sdim(r+1}
(v) lsdim(r) (&amp; \ H) lsdim(r
Proof. Ail statements follow from (4.13) and the définitions.
5. Recursive bounds
In this section we perform the induction procédure described in (3.9). Again let
^ be a cohérent sheaf over the projective space Pd P£, where k is an algebraically
closed field.
More precisely, we want to give bounds on the functions -i&lt;&gt;n »-? *&apos;(#&quot;(«)),
which dépend only on the dimensions hJ(^( j))(j /,..., dim (i^)), the linear
dimension spectrum ldim (&amp;) and the 0-reduced global subdepth ôiO\^) of #\
First of ail we introduce the following notation:
obviously h
(5.2) LEMMA. Let H be a hyperplane, which is gênerai with respect to &amp;.
Then, for ail r £ 0
Proof Let i : H -&gt; Prf be the inclusion map and consider the séquences
0
As ^ is gênerai with respect to «^, taking tensor products with 3F leaves this
séquence exact, hence furnishes exact séquences.
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Applying cohomology and observing that i is a closed immersion (which allows to
replace HJ(Pd, \+&amp; \ H(n)) by HJ(&amp; \ H(n)) we thus get exact séquences.
Thèse allow to write
hl+\&amp; \ H(-i -j)) ^ hlJhJ(^(-i -j)) +h&apos;+J+ \&amp;(-i
-j- 1).
Consequently
YK? \H) t (J)ht+W \H(-i -j))
D
Now, we write e dim («^), let i &gt; 0, r ^ 0 and define by descending induction
on r certain integers ^),fi(f)&gt; i and certain fonctions nn.yJ^
Moreover, in (5.5)(i), (ii), the symbol []+ shall be used to dénote least upper
natural bounds:
[a]+ : min {ai Z | a ^ n, n &gt; 0}; (a e R).
The fonctions t\r) and t]r) which shall be defined in (5.4) hâve auxiliary character
only.
Now, thç mentioned fonctions and invariants are defined as follows:
(5.3) (i) j*i&apos;&gt; /ïîr)
-i + l; forr&gt;e-i.
(ii) s\r\n) s\r)(n) 0, (» * i); for r &gt; e
-
i.
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(5.4) (i) *&lt;&apos;&gt;(»):= Aj&apos;&gt; f
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(ii) ?,&apos;\n):=h&lt;?\F)+ f iî&apos;+I&gt;(m),
m /+ 1
^WJ &quot;1;
[ i ^ n ^ jx^ +1)); for r ^ e i.
for r &lt;&gt; e L
for r ^ e i.
(5.6) For rSe-i, we finally put:
(i)
;r&gt;(») : i t\r\n\&apos;+ &apos;&gt;)
-
(n
n)
(ii)
-
(n lsdim(r&gt;
lo; »)
(5.7) REMARK. (A) If r ^ e
-
i, then dim (#&quot;) e 2: r + i &gt; r (as i &gt; 0). So,
by (2.12)(i) 0 &lt; 5W(^) ^ lsdim&apos;&quot; (J5&quot;). Therefore the invariants /ijr) and /iir) are well
defined. Consequently the définitions (5.4) and (5.6) make sensé, too.
(B) By descending induction on r, it is easy to verify, that:
(i) (a) //|&apos; + &quot;£/ïï&quot;.
(b) s(;&gt;(n) 0, for ail n * /i&lt;&quot;.
(c) Ji&apos;&gt;(n)=0, for ail n &gt; fi(r). O
The previously introduced functions sl,r\ s(,r\ t(,r\ t]r\ as well as the invariants n\r)
and jï\r) clearly dépend on #\ To formulate the results to come, we hâve to observe
this dependence. Therefore we write:
(5.8) (i) t% := rj&apos;&gt;; ï&amp; := /?»; s\% := s^; S&amp; := ij&apos;&gt;.
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(5.9) LEMMA. Let * &gt;0, &amp; *0, and let H^Pd be a hyperplane which is
gênerai with respect to &amp;&apos;. Then:
r
(ii) s&amp; r h(») * &apos;&amp; M»)&gt; f°r &lt;*&quot;&quot;&gt;- ».
Proof. Yet writing e dim (#), we hâve dim (&amp; \ H) e
-
1, (cf. (3.14)). We
proceed by descending induction on r. Let r &gt; e 1
-
i. Then r + 1 &gt; e i. So, the
invariants occurring in (i) coincide with i + 1 whereas the functions in (ii) vanish
(cf. (5.3)).
So, let r ^ e 1 i, thus r -h 1 ^ e i. Then, by induction we may assume that
^Ph^^2) and that s&amp;ptti*) * s&amp;2X*)&gt;V* * -&apos;* % (5-2) we moreover
hâve h^iP \ H) ^ A&lt;&apos;+ \
Consequently
for
-1
As t^} l\n) is non-decreasing in the range i^n ^ /*£r f//, we get in particu-
lar t^^Ui^^^t^^t^l As dim(^)=e^r + l + i&gt;r + l,
induces ô(r\&amp; \ H) ^ &lt;5(r+1\^) &gt; 0. Therefore we obtain
&lt;j^&gt;(^ r //) J
^(r+2&gt;(^) J ^f^ &apos;
This proves (i).
Now, the proof of (ii) is easy. For i£n£fi\&apos;£PH we already hâve
s{&amp;
r //(») ^ *£r !)(w) ^^ 1}(w)» where the last equality follows, in view of (5.6)(i),
as /*£r r /f ^ ^l!^2)- In the range n ^ MÎ^f1// the function s\% lH is non-increasing,
whereas the function s^l) is non-decreasing in the range ï £/t &lt;/i££2) (cf.
(5.6)(i)). Consequently 5^/Un) for -i ^ n &lt; iflf2).
At n=/i^2) 1 the function ^{^l) starts decreasing linearly with slope
$(r+»(#-) &gt; 0 until it reaches the value 0, (cf. (5.6)(i)). The function s&amp; r H starts
to decrease linearly already at the place n n\[£ pH 1( ^ pfê2) 1) until its value
reaches 0. Thereby, the slope is ô(rX&amp; \ H) £ ôir\^), hence not less than the slope
in the previous case. Consequently sQ r H(ri) ^ s^ x\n) is true for ail n ^ L
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(5.10) LEMMA. Let i &gt; 0, &amp; # 0. Then, for a generic hyperplane H s pd
(ii) J&lt;£ r H(n) &lt; s&lt;&apos;j », for alln^- L
Proof We proceed in the same way as in the previous proof. Thereby we
observe that H is gênerai with respect to «F, which, by (5.9), already induces
Hère, again both statements are obvious for r &gt; e
-
1 î. If r ^ e
-
1 i, we
get exactly in the same way as before.
f&amp;
r «(») ^ &apos;T/ » for -1 i » i /i^ r»w ^ #,&apos;/2)
and
Now, fi\^ r// ^ /i^0 follows immediately from the définition (5.5)(ii).
Statement (ii) again is shown similarly as in the proof of (5.9). Again we know
already that the requested inequality holds in the range i^n£ fiY^pH- Again by
(5.6)(ii) s\% r// is non-increasing in the range n ^ /ï{,r/rl)//, whereas s%£X) is non-
decreasing in the range -/ &lt;&gt;n &lt;n\ry£2) by (5.6)(ii). Consequently (ii) holds true
for i&lt;&gt;n &lt;^{r/2). Now, we may conclude as both functions drop linearly with
the same slope lsdim(r) («^ \ H) lsdim(r) (^), s\% r H beginning to do so at an
earlier instance than s^£!). D
(5.11) THEOREM. Let &amp; #0, and let i &gt;0. Then:
(i) h&apos;i&amp;in)) &lt;&gt; s\%(n) for ail n z i.
(ii) fr
Proof We proceed by introduction on e dim (^). If e 0, hl{&amp;(n)) 0 for
ail n, hence our claim is obvious.
So, let e &gt; 0. Let # be the réduction of &amp;, as it was introduced in (2.7). Then
hl+J(^(n)) hl+J(^(n)) for ail j £ 0 (cf. (2.10)(ii)) shows that A{r)(#) h\r\P)y
for ail r ^0 (cf. (5.11)). By (2.10)(iii) we hâve lsdim(r)(#) lsdim(r)(&amp;) for ail
r ;&gt; 0. Finally, by (2.12)(ii) 5(r)(#) ^(r)(J^) for ail r £ 0. Altogether we see, that
the functions s\r) and the invariants fi\r\ fi\r) are not affected, if we replace y by #.
Thus we may assume that &amp; #. Then lsdim(0) (^) lsdim (^&quot;) &gt; 0.
Now, let H ç P* be a generic hyperplane. Then // is gênerai with respect to ^&quot;,
(cf. (4.14)). Moreover, by (3.1) H is member of a linear System § of hyperplanes
gênerai with respect to &amp; and such that dim (§) lsdim (^) lsdim(0) («^).
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As dim (&amp; \ H) =e 1, we may assume by induction, that
h\&amp; \ H(n)) £§&lt;%lH for ail n^-L In view of (5.10) we thus obtain
h\&amp; \ H(n)) £ 5&amp;(n) for ail n^-i.
By our choice of §, the generic values K\!F \ H(n)) as they were introduced in
(3.5)(ii) do not exceed hl{F \ H(n)). So we get, P(^ \&amp;n))*5&amp;(n) for ail
n î&gt; -L
Now, we write
/&apos;(h)
Km^n
As hf\&amp;) =A&apos;(^(-0), we obtain
/&apos;(«)= Af £
For i&lt;&gt;n &lt;/i^, the right hand expression coincides with s\%(ri), (cf. (5.6)(ii),
(5.7)(ii)(c)). Thus, in view of (3.8) we obtain hl(&amp;(n)) &lt;L s&lt;;%(n) for -i&lt;Ln&lt; /*&lt;&gt;.
Moreover 5$% begins to decrease linearly with slope lsdim(0) (^) dim (§) at
the place n /*&lt;£, until it reaches 0. By (3.8)
{0, /&apos;(/i^ r d)
-
dim (§)(*
- ^ r s + !)} for n r d
So, it remains to show the inequality \il&amp; r$ ^ nQ.
To do so, let Ie§. Then (5.9) gives n\% \ l ^ l*\% * By induction,
A1^ f L(w))=0 for ail n^jiflL (note that dim(^ f L) =e -1), hence
A&apos;Vri.^^rL. By (5.7)(i)(a) ^ lL £ n\% u. Consequently we obtain
Vljr r l ^ Mi°À r l for ail Ie§. This proves \ilp r ô ^ ji{£ D
(5.12) REMARK. It is already clear from their définition, that the bounding
functions sP and the bounding invariants fiP dépend only on the parameters
ôu\^)9 lsdim(;&gt;(?\ hl+\P{-i -j)\ (j 0,..., e -1; e dim (^)). In the next
section, this dependence will be studied in more détail. O
6. Bounding functions
In this section we consider the dependence of the functions s\% and the
invariants ji&lt;% on the parameters lsdim(r) (Jr), ôir\^) (r 0, 1,..., e -1) and on
the parameters hJ(&amp;( -j)) (j i, i + 1,..., e).
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Thereby we state in a more explicit way what already has been noticed in the
previous section: The cohomological Hilbert functions n y-*hl(tF(ri))(n ^ i) hâve
upper bounds which dépend only on the previously mentioned parameters, (cf.
(5.12)).
First, we introduce some notations. If u, v are natural numbers, we write ¥u-v for
the set of ail functions / : Nu x fyg -&gt; Z with the following property:
(6A)f(al,...,au;bl,...,bv)£f(a&apos;l,...Ja&apos;u;b\,...,b&apos;v) if a, ;&gt;&lt;&gt;() for
i 1,..., u and b] ^ b} ^ 0 for j 1,.. v.
Moreover we write ¥fv(l e Z) for the set of ail functions g :NU x NvoxZ^{-^No
such that
(6.2) Vn ïî l : g(-, n) : Nu x NVO-&gt;NO belongs to F-*.
Now, we fix integers e ^ i &gt; 0. Then, mimicking the construction of the invari¬
ants n\r\ /î{r) and of the functions s\r\ s\r) (cf. (5.3-6)) we define functions
as will be done below. Thereby we assume that
(a, n) := (af\ a\-»; af\ &lt;tf-&gt;; aH\ a%\ n)
belongs to ^2(e-&apos;+1)x ^~&apos;+1 xZ,_,
If r &gt; e i, we put:
(6.3) (i) A/&lt;:&gt;(3) ^&gt;(g) := -i + 1.
(ii) S&lt;:&gt;(8,n)=S&lt;:&gt;(s,«):=0.
If 0 ^ r ^ e i, we introduce auxiliary functions r&lt;T,\ TJ,&apos;) by
(6.4) (i) 7t!(fi.»):= E frV^&apos;+y&gt;+ i C&quot;te4\J/ l
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Then, we define
(6.5) (i) M&lt;:&gt;(g)
(ii) M(;}(g)
(6.6) (i)
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M&lt;7&apos;&gt;(g)+[n-&apos;(g;y)(g))]+-i
[o;
%+ &quot;(g)
(M&lt;:&gt;(s) ^ »).
:=¦&lt;
W(a, Mi7 &quot;(a));
0;
(6.7) REMARK. (A) From the définitions of the above functions, the
monotony-properties (6.1) and (6.2) are easily verified. So we may conclude:
(i) M&quot; M2eF2(f-1+l)&apos;f-&apos;+1.
(ii) S$,5%ef«&apos;-&apos;+lu-&apos;+t.
(B) The following comparison statements are immédiate from the définitions:
(iii) (a) a\&apos;&gt; S a^for ail j &lt;Le-i =&gt;Af^(g) £ M£(g), S%(a, n) £ 5g(fl, n).
(b) aY&gt; £ a^for ail j &lt;&gt;e-i =&gt;A?«(s) * M£(g), 5W(fl, ») ^ Se,,(a, «).
Concerning the vanishing of the functions S£) and S^} we hâve
(iv) (a) 5&lt;:&gt;(S,«)=O, VnitfgdO.
(b&gt; 5*:&gt;(fl,»)=o, v«^M&lt;:&gt;(g).
In addition, we see from our définitions:
(v) The values M^&apos;(g), M£&gt;(s) &lt;&quot;&quot;/ ^« functions S^(g, «) anrf ^(«» «) a«
independent from the parameters a\j), a{J) with j &lt; r.
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(C) Now, for an integer ef with e ^ e&apos; i&gt; i we put
a := (a\°\ ,af ~l);a&lt;?\ .,*?-&apos;&gt;;&lt;!$&gt;, ,^,0,... ,0)
(G[^2(e-i-l)x Mj-&apos;+l)
g&apos; : (a\°\ a? &apos;l); *?&gt;,
...,a?- &apos;&gt;; a&lt;j\ af &gt;).
Then, from our définitions we get (by descending induction on r) the following
relations:
(vi) (a) A/W(g) ;&gt; Jlf£(&lt;!&apos;); M^fâ) ^ J»%te&apos;).
(b) SJ:&gt;((fl[; n) ^ S^Or&apos;; h); 5«(g, ai) ^ 5^(a&apos;, ai).
(D) We want to express the invariants n\%,ii\% and the bounding functions
SV&amp;&gt; s\% of the previous section by means of the functions M%9 M^ resp. S{£, S%.
To do so, we introduce the following notations, in which &amp; is a cohérent sheaf over
,,^ := (lsdim (0&gt;
Then, we hâve for any cohérent sheaf !F of dimension e over Pd:
(Vii) |l&lt;^
- ^«0,,, &amp;,, A^r),
(viii) /i&lt;^ M£(V. &amp;,, &amp;^),
(ix) 5(^(11) SgO,, &amp;,, à,,; «), (n ^ -i),
(x) *&lt;£(«) SgO,^, &amp;^, é,^; «), (» ^ -0-
(E) Finally, it should be noted that the functions M£&gt; and 5&lt;T) may be
expressed by the functions M^} and S^ in the following way
(xi) (a) m&lt;;&gt;(si;a2; 83; «)=M&lt;:&gt;(g2; 82:23; «)
(b) Sg(fll;fl2;fl,) Sw&lt;fl2;fl2;fl3).
Thereby, we use the notation
g, : (af\ ...,a&lt;f~ % (7 1,2); a3 (aS&gt;,..., a?&gt;). O
Now, to simplify matters (may be to the cost of the quality of our bounds) we
introduce functions
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as it will be done below. Thereby, for a e Z we write
aw := max {a r, 1}.
Then, for
() (a,b;ç;ri) ={a,b;c«\ é&apos;\ri) eN2x ^&quot;&apos; + 1) x Zz
_,
we put
(6.8) C$(a, b; ç; ri) := M&lt;ï}(flm, ¦¦¦, a[e~-\ b,..., *«&apos;-!; ç),
(6.9) B%(a, b;ç;ri): 5«(ara,..., o&quot;&quot;&quot;, *[0),..., b*~&quot;; c; ri).
(6.10) REMARK. (A) Again, it follows easily from the previous définitions
that (cf. (6.7)):
(i) CS&apos;îeF2-+1,
(n) 5&lt;:&gt;6F2:r&apos;+i.
From (6.7)(iii) and (iv) we get the following comparison and vanishing statements
(in which (a, b; ç; ri) is defined by (*)):
(iii) a ï b =&gt; C%(a, b; c) £ C%(b, b; ç) and B%(a, b; ç, n) £ B%(b, b; ç; ri).
(iv) B^(a, b; ç; n) 0, Vu ^ C^(a, b; ç).
(B) Now, let e&apos; be an integer with e ^ e&apos; &gt; /. We put
ç =(c&lt;&apos;&gt;,.. .,c&lt;&apos;&apos;&gt;,0,...
Thenfrom (6.7)(vi)we obtain:
(v) (a) C&lt;?M,b;ç)&gt;C%(a,b;ç&apos;),
(b) B$(a, b; ç; n) ï B%(a, b; ç&apos;; ri).
(C) Obviously, the functions C(ï] and 2?£&gt; may be defined by the following
recursive procédure (cf. (6.5), (6.6), (6.7)(xi))
(vi) (a) C£(fl, b;ç;ri)
-i+i, forr&gt;e- i.
(b) B%(a, b; ç; ri) 0, for r &gt; e
-
i.
If 0 &lt;. r £e i, then we define the auxiliary function
(vii) W«2(fl, b; ç; n) : £ (rV&lt;&apos;+^&gt; + £ *£+ &apos;&apos;(a, A; ç; w).
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Now, using thèse intermediate functions, we put
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Then, finally we set (for 0 ^ r £ e 0
(ix)
^a, b;ç;n); (-i£n&lt; C%+ »(«, b; ç)).
${a, b; ç; C&lt;7 &quot;(a, b; ç)); (C&lt;7 !)(a, b;ç)&lt;.n&lt; C£,+ »(b, b; ç)).
ï](a, b; ç; C%,+ &quot;(a, b; ç))
-
(n + 1)
-
C%+ x\b, b; ç))é&apos;\
0; (CÏXa,b;ç)ïn). O
Now, if we fix integers e ^ / &gt; 0, the previously defined functions bound the i-th
Hilbert function of cohérent sheaves over Pd as follows:
(6.11) PROPOSITION. Let 0 &lt; dim (^) &lt;. e. Then:
(i) hW(n)) £ ££&gt;(lsdim&lt;°&gt; (^), 5(0)(^); h&gt;(&amp;(-i)\ h\P{ -e)); n),
Vn 2:
-i.
(ii) /j&apos;(^(/i)) =0, V» S C^(lsdim(0)(^)( ^(0)(^); hl{&amp;{-i)),..., h%&amp;( -e))).
Proof. Assume first, that dim(ir)=e. Then, as C£î e F2-&apos;~I+1 and
^ e F2:&apos;,-&apos; +
&apos; (cf. (6.10)(i), (ii)) and as
im(r)(^) S lsdim(0) (J^)
-
r lsdim(0)(^)w for r 0, 1,..., e
-
i( &lt;dim
(cf. (2.4)(vii), (2.11)) we get (in the notations of (6.7)(D)) the relations (cf.
(6.7)(viii), (x)):
S%iL^,à^, b^, ; n) £ B&lt;°&gt;(lsdim&lt;°&gt; (*), Ô&lt;°\F), h^ ; n)
hX^(-i)),..., h\&amp;{ -e)); n), (n z -i),
); h\F(-i)),..., h&lt;(&amp;( -e))).
In view of (5.11) this proves our claim if dim (&amp;) e.
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Now, let dim (^) : e&apos; &lt; e. If i &gt; e\ our claim is obvious, as then hl(&amp;(n)) 0
for ail n e Z. lî i &lt;&gt;e\ we conclude by the formulas (6.10)(v), thereby observing
that h\&amp;{ ~j)) 0 for ail j &gt; e&apos;. D
(6.12) REMARK. Let X £ pd be a closed subscheme of Pd, and let ^ be a
cohérent sheaf over X. Denoting the inclusion map X c» Pd be i, we hâve (cf. [16])
u^(n)), Vn Z.
(Thereby, twisting of &amp; is understood wth respect to the embedding i). Now,
applying (6.11) to \+!F and writing
/f&apos;(Jf,
we get:
-e)); n), (n £ -i),
W) =0, Vn ^ Ce,(lsdim&lt;°&gt; (^), ^°&gt;(^); *&apos;(:F( -i)),..., A^( -
whenever 0 ^ dim («F) ^ e. This obviously proves (1.1). O
Finally, we put (for (ç; n) (c(l),..., cie); n) e Ne0~l+l x Z, _,):
(6.13) (i) Fe,(c(ï&gt;,..., c&lt;*&gt;) := C^&gt;(1,1; c&lt;&apos;\ c«),
(ii) Getl(c(&apos;&gt;,..., c«; n) := J5^(l, 1; c&lt;&apos;\ cw; ai).
Then, as 1 ^ lsdim(0) (&amp;)[0\ and by the monotony property of the functions C^}
and B®}, we immediately get from (6.11):
(6.14) COROLLARY. Let dim (&amp;) &lt;L e. Then:
(i) A Wn)) ^ Ge.XA&apos;W -0), , Ae(^( -^)); «), Vn £ -i.
(ii) A W*)) 0 for ail n Z F,,,(A W -0), , A W -e))).
(6.15) REMARK. (A) Obviously, now (1.2) follows from (6.14) in the same
way as (1.1) follows from (6.11).
(B) The previously introduced bounding functions
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may be defined by the following procédure (cf. (6.10)(C)): (Again we assume
(c; n) (c(&apos;\ eie\ h) e N%~ &apos;+ &apos; x Za _,)
(ii) f*&gt;(£)
-
i + 1 ; GWfe; n) 0, for r &gt; e
-1.
If 0 £ r ^ e i, then we intermediately put:
(iii) t/W(c;«):= t fV
Using thèse auxiliary functions £/£} we finally set:
(iv) F&lt;:!(Ç) Fi7 1)(Ç) -f t/&lt;T&gt;(£; F&lt;7 »fc))
-
1.
(v)
U; (/î&gt;(£) ^ n). O
7. A priori bounds for Castelnuovo regularities
Generalizing the point of view of Castelnuovos original problem, we say that a
cohérent 0prf-sheaf &amp; is m-regular if
(7.1) H£Pd, &amp;{n)) 0, Vi &gt; 0, Vw ^ m
-
i.
This gênerai définition goes back to Mumford [34]. It is well known, that
H&apos;(Pd, &amp;{n)) 0, V/i &gt; 0, Vi &gt; 0 (cf. [39]). As //&apos;(P*, &amp;(n)) 0 for ail n e Z and ail
/ &gt; dim (#&quot;) (cf. [39]), &amp; always is m-regular for some m g Z. The minimally
possible value among ail thèse numbers m is called the Castelnuovo-regularity of &amp;
and denoted by reg(^):
(7.2) reg (^) : inf {m e Z | //&apos;(iP^, ^(/f)) 0, Vi &gt; 0, V» ^ m
-
/}.
So, in terms of the invariants \x1^ (cf. (3.4)) we may write
(7.3) re|}(7.4) LEMMA. Let 3F #0, and let H^Pd be a hyperplane which is gênerai
with respect to &amp;. Let j&gt;\. Then \i]p ^ V?*\h ~ 1-
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Proof. Consider the following exact séquences
H*-\H,&amp; \ H(n)) -? H\Pd, F(n
-
1)) -%
For ail n ^ v.J&amp;\H the left-hand space vanishes. So, the map an becomes injective for
ail such n. As HJ(Pd, &amp;(n)) vanishes for ail n &gt; 0, //^P* «r(w
-
1)) already has to
vanish for ail n ^ \iJ&amp;\H- Therefore \iJ&amp; ^ \k}^\H 1. D
Now, we are ready to prove the following resuit:
(7.5) THEOREM. Let &amp; * 0, and let j&gt;i&gt; 0. Then HJ(Pd, ^(n)) 0 for ail
Proof. We proceed by induction on j i. If y i 0 we hâve y i and thus may
conclude by (5.11)(ii). So, let y &gt; i. Then, in particulary &gt; 1. Now, choose a generic
hyperplane H ç Pd. Then, first of ail H in gênerai with respect to «F. So, (7.4) gives
liJp &lt;* iiJ&amp;\H ~ 1. By induction
In view of (5.10) we may write fi\^{~HX) ^ fi^0- So, altogether we obtain
HJ# &lt;&gt; \i\J# 1} j -h i. This proves our claim. D
As a first application to this we obtain.
(7.6) COROLLARY. Let J^O, j^i&gt;0. Then HJ(Pd, ^(n)) =0 for ail
Proof Obvious, as fx\^l) ^ ji\%. D
Applying (7.6) with / 1, we get the following regularity-bound for !F\
(7.7) COROLLARY. reg {&amp;) ^ /2^&gt; + 1. D
Now defîning Cf} : N2 x f^o~&apos;+1-+Z according to (6.8), we conclude as in
(6.11):
(7.8) COROLLARY. Let dim («T) ^ e,j&quot;^ i &gt; 0. TA^ HJ(Pd,&amp;(n)) vanishes
for ail n eZ with
hl{&amp;(
-1)),..., Ae(#( -1)) -j + 1. D
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From (7.8) we get in particular (cf. (7.7)):
(7.9) COROLLARY. //0 &lt; dim (J^) &lt;L e, then
reg {&amp;) &lt;; C&lt;°J(lsdim&lt;°&gt; (^), ôm(&lt;F)9 h\&amp;{ -1)),..., *%F( -e))) + 1. D
Finally, defining Fet&lt;:N5-&gt;Z by Fetl(c,,..., ce):=C&lt;0&gt;(l, 1, clf..., ce) as
done already in the previous sectionwe get
(7.10) COROLLARY. If dim (&amp;) Ze, thenle))) + 1.
(7.11) REMARK. Now, obviously, (1.3) and (1.4) follow from (7.9) resp.
(7.10) by the same arguments that were given in (6.12).
(7.12) REMARK. It is obvious from the définitions (6.4), (6.5) and (6.8),
(6.9), that the functions C£) and B{er} satisfy
(i) C£(&lt;i,6;Q) -i+fl
(ii) £&lt;&gt;,*; Q;/î)=0, Vn2&gt;-i.
Consequently we get from (7.8)
(iii) If dim (JF) ^ e and hJ(^( -j)) 0 for j /,..., ^, /A^ //y(Prf, J^(/î)) 0
/or a// j e {/,..., e} a/u/ a// n ^ /
So, applying this with i 1 we obtain:
(iv) // Hl(Pd, &amp;{ -0) 0 for i 1, 2,..., dim (J^), then reg (J^) 0.
This statement is given in [34] and may be easily verified in a direct way. As already
mentioned in the introduction, (7.8) generalizes the vanishing statement (iv) to a
corresponding statement about bounds. O
(7.13) EXAMPLE. Let 0&lt;j £d and let i :Pe-&gt;IPJ be a linear embedding.
Consider the cohérent ^-sheaves
Then clearly
(i) h&apos;(?etl(n)) =0, V/i e Z, Vi # 0, e.
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(iii) &lt;5(0)(^,,) lsdim(0) (9eJ) dim
(iv) reg(^,,) f.
Observing that
B&lt;£l(e9 e\ 0,..., 0, c; n) max {0, c
-
(w + e)e}, (n £ -e)
(6.11) furnishes the bounds
max{&gt;
&apos;
^ VT&apos;=0, Vu ^
-
for any t ^ 1. For large values of f, thèse bounds are very weak with respect to what
we know by (i) and (ii). Consequently the regularity bounds given by (7.9) or (7.10)
will heavily exceed the actual value given by (iv). This is not surprising, as the small
System of bounding invariants we use may not store much information on the
spécifie nature of a sheaf. O
(7.14) REMARK. The previous example illustrâtes that the generality of our
approach goes to the cost of the strength of our bounds. To get sharper bounds, we
thus should at least use more bounding invariants. Moreover, the sheaves &lt;Set of
(7.13) may be used to show that the numbers hx(3F{ -1)),..., he(&amp;( -e)) form a
minimal System of invariants for bounding the Castelnuovo regularity of arbitrary
cohérent sheaves of dimension ^ e over P*. More precisely:
(i) Let 0 &lt;j ^ e ^ d be integers. Then, there is no fonction R : Ne~l -+Z suc h
that for any cohérent sheaf 3F of dimension e
reg (.F) ^ R(h\P(-1)), ...,*&apos;- W-(y - 1))),
To see this, choose / N and put &amp;e%J%î := 9JAccording to (7.14)(iii) and (iv) this sheaf is of dimension e and satisfies
reg {3Fe^ t. By (7.14)(i), (ii) h&apos;(&amp;ejtt( -s)) 0 for ail s #/ So, assuming that R
exists, we would hâve the contradiction
..,0), Vf eN.
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For fixed d the invariants lsdim(0) (&amp;) and &lt;5(0)(^) take only finitely many values.
So (i) implies:
(ii) Let 0 &lt;j &lt;&gt; e &lt;&gt; d be integers. Then, there is no bound of regularity for
arbitrary cohérent sheaves $F of dimension &lt;&gt;e over Pd, which dépends only
on
lsdim(0) CT), &lt;5(0)(^), h\&amp;(-1)),
...,#- W-(j - 1))),
Now, it is obvious that none of the Systems occurring in (ii) is a bounding
System for ail cohomological Hilbert functions hl(^{n)) (i 1, 2,...) for arbitrary
cohérent sheaves &amp; of dimension &lt;&gt;e over Pd. In this sensé h[(^( \)),...,
he(#r( e)) form a minimal System of invariants bounding the cohomology of ail
such sheaves. O
8. Smooth varieties in characteristic 0
Throughout this section we assume, that the ground field k is of characteristic
0 (andas previouslyalgebraically closed).
Moreover we assume that X £ Pd is a closed, smooth, connected non-degenerate
subvariety of positive dimension. Writing i for the inclusion map X c* Pd we thus
hâve
(8.1) (i) lsdi
(ii) ô{0)(itQx) =S(i + (9x) =dim(Z) := e.
Writing
(8.2) h&apos;(Ox(n)) := dim^ H&apos;(X, 0
(where twisting is understood with respect to the embedding i), we hâve (cf. [20])
(8.3) h&apos;(Ox(n)) hl(i + 6x(n)), Vw Z, Vi ^ 0.
Now, defining C&lt;°&gt; e F2&apos;-|+ &apos;, B($ g F2^r&apos;+ &apos; according to (6.8) and (6.9), we
introduce functions
C, : N2x Nq-^Z; Ê, : N2 x NoxZ,_,-*Z
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by setting (with (0,.. 0, c) e Ng-&apos;+l):
(8.4) (i) C,(a, b, c) : Cg&gt;(*. b; 0,. 0, c)
(ii) Ê, (a, b, c; n) B$&gt;(a9 b; 0,..., 0, c; n)
(8.5) REMARK: (A) It is obvious from the définitions of C, and B, that
(i) C,F2&apos;J: %¥*.
(ii) Ê, (a, b,c9n)=Q9 Vu ^ C (a, 6, c).
(iii) C,(0,M) -/+1.
(iv) jgl(a,ft,O;/i)=O, Vn ^
-i.
(B) By (6.10)(C), the above functions may be described as follows. First we put
(v) C,==CÏ°&gt;; Â==5&lt;°&gt;; 0 1,2,...)-
Then, by descending induction on r, define functions
C\r&gt; :N2xN0^l; B\r) : N2 x No x Z2
_,
-»N0
according to the following formulas, in which (a, ft, c; n) e M2 x fojo x
(vi) (a) C(;\a, b, c)
-i + 1, for r &gt; b
-
i.
(b) Ê&lt;&apos;&gt;(a,b,c;n)=0, for r &gt; b
-
i.
In the range 0 ^ r ^ i -1 we first define auxiliary functions
(vii)
Using thèse functions, we ultimately put:
m ct^M:- e. _,
(ix)
B[r\a,b,c;n):=
V\&apos;\a, b,c;ri); (-iïn&lt;CY+ l)(a, b, c)).
PY&gt;(a, b, C(r&quot;(a, b, c)); (C&lt;&apos;+ &apos;&gt;(a, b, c) £ n &lt; C,(b, b, c)).
VY\a, b, &lt;?J&apos;+ &gt;, b, c))
-
(» + 1
-
&lt;?&lt;&apos;+ &apos;)(«,
0; (C\&apos;\a, b, c) £ n). O
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Now, using the above functions, we get the following bounds on the cohomo¬
logical Hilbert functions hl((9x(n)):
(8.6) PROPOSITION. Let 0 &lt; i &lt; ej &lt;-e + i. Then:
(i) h%Ox(n)) * Ê,(d9 e, h\6x(m n -j - e), Vaz &gt; i +y + e.
(ii) h&apos;(0An)) =0, Vk^ C,(d, e, h*(OAJ))) +7 + e.
Proof. In view of (8.5)(ii) it suffices to prove (i). According to the Kodaira
vanishing theorem [25] we hâve hl((9x{ri)) =0 for ail l&lt;e and ail n&lt;0. Let
i&lt;&gt;l&lt;e. Then / +y + e &lt; -l - e -h i + e -l -h i&apos;£ 0 shows that
hl(i*(!)AJ + e)(-l))=hl((9A-l+J + e))=0roTl i,...9e-h (cf. (8.3)).
So, applying (6.1 l)(i) to i + ®x(j + e) and observing (8.1), (8.2), (8.3) we obtain
hl0*OxU + ^X«)) * *g?(4 ^; 0,. 0, h\i + (9Aj + e)( -^)); n)
B?&gt;(rf, e, 0,. 0, /*&apos;«M7)); «) ^W e, he(&lt;9x(j)); n)
for ail n ^ i.
Consequently
5f(rf, ^, he(Ox(j))\ n
-j - e\ Vnï&gt;-i+j + e D
Applying (8.6) with j= e, we get bounds on the cohomological Hilbert
functions n i-&gt; h&apos;(0x(n)), which dépend only on he((9x(e)).
(8.7) COROLLARY. Ler 0 &lt; / &lt; e. Then
(i) h&apos;((9x(n)) £ Êt(d9 e, he(®x(-e)); »), V/i ^ -i
(ii) h&apos;WAn)) =0, V/i &gt; (?,(rf, e, he{(9x{-e))). D
Making again use of the Kodaira vanishing theorem, we thus obtain:
(8.8) COROLLARY: Let 0&lt;i&lt;e. Then
lÊ,(d9 e, he(&lt;Dx(-e)); n); forO&lt;&gt;n&lt; &lt;?,(&lt;/, e, he(Ox(-e))).
-- 0; otherwise.
Now, from (7.9) we get the following regularity bound:
(8.9) COROLLARY. reg (Qx) &lt;&gt; Cx{d9 e; he((9x(-e))) -h 1.
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Next, we want to apply the previous results to bound the cohomological Hilbert
fonctions of the vanishing idéal Jx £ Pd of X. Thereby we clearly may restrict
ourselves to the case 0 &lt; e &lt; d.
Applying cohomology to the séquences
(8.10) O
and observing that HJ(Pd, Opd(n)) 0 for j # 0, &lt;/, we obtain
(8.11) h\Jx(n)) h&apos;-l(Ox(ri)) for \&lt;i±d.
As Hd(Pd9 Opd(n)) 0 for ail n £ -d, we get in addition
(8.12) hd(Jx(n)) hd~ l(Ox(n)) for ail n Z -d.
So, it remains to give our upper bound for the first cohomological Hilbert
function n t-&gt;hl(fx(n)). To do so, we introduce functions
B* : N2 x Nl-+ NQ9 C* : N2 x No-* No
defined by
(8.13) (i) B*(a, b, c; n) : Bf\(a9 b; 0,..., 0,i 0,..., 0; n)
(ii) C*(a, b9c):= C?}(a, b; 0,..., 0, c, 0,..., 0)
where B®}, Cf} are defined according to (6.8) and (6.9).
(8.14) PROPOSITION. Let0&lt;e&lt;d. Then
(i) h\Jx(ri)) &lt;L B*(d, e + 1, he(0x( ~e)); n-\)
for0&lt;n&lt;&gt; C*(d, e + l, he(Ox(-e)))
(ii) hl(Jx(n))=0for ail other n.
Proof Let x Pd. Then (8.10) induces a short exact séquence 0-^JXx-^
®pd,x-+®x,x -&gt;0&gt; which tells us that depth (JX9 x) equals e + 1 or d, according to
whether xeX or x$X. Therefore we hâve ôi0\Jx) =ô(Jx) =e 4-1, hence
In view of (8.11) and (8.12)
h&apos;(Jx(l)(-i) =h%fx(\ -i)) h-l(0x(\ -i)) =0 or h\(9x{-e)\
according to whether 2 ^ / # e -f 1 or i e -f 1.
Applying cohomology to (8.10) (and observing that H°(Pd, 0Pd(n))
H°(Pd, i*®x(n)) for ail n £ 0) we see in addition that Hl(Pd,Jx(n))=-Q for ail
n &lt;&gt; 0. In particular A*(./*( 1)( -1)) h\fx) 0.
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So, by (6.11) we get (cf. (8.4)(ii))
e + 1 ; 0,. 0, h\Ox( -e% 0,..., 0; n
-
1)
for n
-
1 ^
-1. In view of (8.5)(ii) this proves our claim.
(8.15) REMARK. Now, (8.7), (8.9) and (8.13) give the theorem (1.5). O
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